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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the right substitute for static values that can make Terraform configuration file more dynamic
and reusable? 

A. Output value 

B. Input parameters 

C. Functions 

D. Modules 

Correct Answer: B 

Input variables serve as parameters for a Terraform module, allowing aspects of the module to be customized without
altering the module\\'s own source code, and allowing modules to be shared between different configurations. 

 

QUESTION 2

You would like to reuse the same Terraform configuration for your development and production environments with a
different state file for each. Which command would you use? 

A. terraform import 

B. terraform workspace 

C. terraform state 

D. terraform init 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.terraform.io/language/state/workspaces#when-to-use-multiple-workspaces 

 

QUESTION 3

Where can Terraform not load a provider from? 

A. Plugins directory 

B. Provider plugin cache 

C. Official HashrCorp distribution on releases, hashicorp.com 

D. Source code 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

When multiple engineers start deploying infrastructure using the same state file, what is a feature of remote state
storage that is critical to ensure the state doesn\\'t become corrupt? 

A. Object Storage 

B. State Locking 

C. WorkSpaces 

D. Encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

If supported by your backend, Terraform will lock your state for all operations that could write state. This prevents others
from acquiring the lock and potentially corrupting your state. State locking happens automatically on all operations that
could write state. You won\\'t see any message that it is happening. If state locking fails, Terraform will not continue.
You can disable state locking for most commands with the-lock flag but it is not recommended. If acquiring the lock is
taking longer than expected, Terraform will output a status message. If Terraform doesn\\'t output a message, state
locking is still occurring if your backend supports it. Not all backends support locking. Please view the list of backend
types for details on whether a backend supports locking or not. 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/state/locking.html 

 

QUESTION 5

When using Terraform to deploy resources into Azure, which scenarios are true regarding state files? (Choose two.) 

A. When a change is made to the resources via the Azure Cloud Console, the changes are recorded in a new state file 

B. When a change is made to the resources via the Azure Cloud Console, Terraform will update the state file to reflect
them during the next plan or apply 

C. When a change is made to the resources via the Azure Cloud Console, the current state file will not be updated 

D. When a change is made to the resources via the Azure Cloud Console, the changes are recorded in the current state
file 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

What kind of configuration block will create an infrastructure object with settings specified in the block? 

A. state 

B. provider 

C. resource 

D. data 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following best describes the default local backend? 

A. The local backend is where Terraform Enterprise stores logs to be processed by an log collector. 

B. The local backend stores state on the local filesystem, locks the state using system APIs, and performs operations
locally. 

C. The local backend is the directory where resources deployed by Terraform have direct access to in order to update
their current state. 

D. The local backend is how Terraform connects to public cloud services, such as AWS, Azure, or GCP. 

Correct Answer: B 

The local backend stores state on the local filesystem, locks that state using system APIs, and performs operations
locally. 

terraform { 

backend "local" { 

path = "relative/path/to/terraform.tfstate" 

} 

} 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/backends/types/local.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Terraform can only manage resource dependencies if you set them explicitly with the depends_on argument. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

"Use the depends_on meta-argument to handle hidden resource or module dependencies that Terraform cannot
automatically infer. You only need to explicitly specify a dependency when a resource or module relies on another
resource\\'s behavior but does not access any of that resource\\'s data in its arguments." 

https://www.terraform.io/language/meta-arguments/depends_on 

 

QUESTION 9
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Which of the following statements best describes the Terraform list(...) type? 

A. a collection of values where each is identified by a string label. 

B. a sequence of values identified by consecutive whole numbers starting with zero. 

C. a collection of unique values that do not have any secondary identifiers or ordering. 

D. a collection of named attributes that each have their own type. 

Correct Answer: B 

A terraform list is a sequence of values identified by consecutive whole numbers starting with zero.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/types.html#structural-types 

 

QUESTION 10

Terraform variable names are saved in the state file. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

Terraform stores information about your infrastructure in a state file. This state file keeps track of resources created by
your configuration and maps them to real-world resources. https://learn.hashicorp.com/tutorials/terraform/state-cli 

 

QUESTION 11

What is not processed when running a terraform refresh? 

A. State file 

B. Configuration file 

C. Credentials 

D. Cloud provider 

Correct Answer: B 

"The terraform refresh command reads the current settings from all managed remote objects and updates the Terraform
state to match." 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the below features of Terraform can be used for managing small differences between different environments
which can act more like completely separate working directories. 

A. Repositories 
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B. Workspaces 

C. Environment Variables 

D. Backends 

Correct Answer: B 

workspaces allow conveniently switching between multiple instances of a single configuration within its single backend.
They are convenient in a number of situations, but cannot solve all problems. A common use for multiple workspaces is
to create a parallel, distinct copy of a set of infrastructure in order to test a set of changes before modifying the main
production infrastructure. For example, a developer working on a complex set of infrastructure changes might create a
new temporary workspace in order to freely experiment with changes without affecting the default workspace. Non-
default workspaces are often related to feature branches in version control. The default workspace might correspond to
the "master" or "trunk" branch, which describes the intended state of production infrastructure. When a feature branch is
created to develop a change, the developer of that feature might create a corresponding workspace and deploy into it a
temporary "copy" of the main infrastructure so that changes can be tested without affecting the production infrastructure.
Once the change is merged and deployed to the default workspace, the test infrastructure can be destroyed and the
temporary workspace deleted. https://www.terraform.io/docs/state/workspaces.html
https://www.terraform.io/docs/state/workspaces.html#when-to-use-multiple-workspaces 

 

QUESTION 13

Multiple provider instances blocks for AWS can be part of a single configuration file? 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: B 

You can optionally define multiple configurations for the same provider, and select which one to use on a per-resource
or per-module basis. The primary reason for this is to support multiple regions for a cloud platform; other examples
include 

targeting multiple Docker hosts, multiple Consul hosts, etc. 

To include multiple configurations for a given provider, include multiple provider blocks with the same provider name,
but set the alias meta-argument to an alias name to use for each additional configuration. For example: 

# The default provider configuration 

provider "aws" { 

region = "us-east-1" 

} 

# Additional provider configuration for west coast region provider "aws" { 

alias = "west" 

region = "us-west-2" 

} 
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The provider block without alias set is known as the default provider configuration. When alias is set, it creates an
additional provider configuration. For providers that have no required configuration arguments, the implied empty
configuration 

is considered to be the default provider configuration. 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/providers.html#alias-multiple-provider-instances 

 

QUESTION 14

By default, provisioners that fail will also cause the Terraform apply itself to error. How can you change this default
behavior within a provisioner? 

A. provisioner "local-exec" { on_failure = "next" } 

B. provisioner "local-exec" { when = "failure" terraform apply } 

C. provisioner "local-exec" { on_failure = "continue" } 

D. provisioner "local-exec" { on_failure = continue } 

Correct Answer: C 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/provisioners/index.html 

 

QUESTION 15

What does terraform refresh command do? 

A. A. terraform refresh can be used to selectively update sections of the state file, using terraform resource level
addressing. 

B. terraform refresh command basically updates the configuration file with the current state of the actual infrastructure 

C. terraform refresh is use to change/modify the infrastructure based on the existing state file, at that moment. 

D. terraform refresh can be used to selectively update sections of the state file, using terraform resource level
addressing. 

E. terraform refresh syncs the state file with the real world infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: E 
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